Boonsboro Middle honors teacher’s legacy with reading award

BY STEPHANIE GEMMELL
sgemmell@herald-mail.com

Jennifer Cameron is remembered by family, friends and former students for her love of reading and the passion she showed while sharing her love with students as a teacher at Boonsboro Middle School.

After Cameron died in an October 2009 car crash, her colleagues at the school wanted to honor her contributions to the community and while celebrating students’ growth in the subject she loved most.

For the past nine years, the school has recognized students with the Jennifer S. Cameron Award and her son Aidan watch as teachers Lisa Lewis and Donna Smith present Krystyna Smith with the Jennifer S. Cameron Award Friday at Boonsboro Middle School.

Cameron’s parents, Greg Cameron Sr., left, and Karri Cameron, second from left, and a friend of Cameron’s, Boonsboro Middle Principal Dan Wehner, second from right, said Cameron loved reading and reading made a difference in her life.
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Jennifer Cameron’s parents, Greg Cameron Sr., left, and Karri Cameron, second from left, attend the presentation of the Jennifer S. Cameron Award to student Krystyna Smith.
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